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IF YOU HAVE MANY DESIRES YOUR LIFE WILL BE INTERESTING

IF YOU LIVE SIMPLY
ALL THINGS ARE DELICATELY INTERCONNECTED
YOU ARE SO COMPLEX
THAT YOU DON'T ALWAYS
RESPOND TO DANGER
DON'T ALLOW THE LUCID MOMENT TO DISSOLVE
INHERITANCE MUST BE ABOLISHED
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IF YOU LIVE SIMPLY
THERE IS NOTHING
TO WORRY ABOUT
MUCH WAS DECIDED BEFORE YOU WERE BORN
YOUR OLDEST FEARS ARE THE WORST ONES
Hiding your motives is despicable.
ALL THE KNOWLEDGE
I'VE ABSORBED IN
MY LIFE

I NOW GIVE UP,
THE ONLY WAY TO BE PURE IS TO STAY BY YOURSELF
TOTAL SUBMISSION CAN BE A FORM OF FREEDOM
OFTEN YOU SHOULD ACT LIKE YOU ARE SEXLESS
THE MORE YOU KNOW THE BETTER OFF YOU ARE

SYMBOLS ARE MORE MEANINGFUL THAN THINGS THEMSELVES

DESCRIPTION IS MORE VALUABLE THAN METAPHOR
IT'S BETTER TO STUDY THE FACT THAN TO ANALYZE IT'S HISTORY
EATING TOO MUCH IS CRIMINAL
YOU SHOULD ENJOY YOURSELF BECAUSE YOU CAN'T CHANGE ANYTHING ANYWAY
THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN INFORMATION AND PROPAGANDA
CHASING THE NEW IS DANGEROUS
YOU CAN'T EXPECT PEOPLE TO BE SOMETHING THEY'RE NOT
SOMETIMES ALL YOU CAN DO IS LOOK THE OTHER WAY
ANYTHING IS A LEGITIMATE AREA OF INVESTIGATION
HABITUAL CONTEMPT OR DISGUST DOESN'T REFLECT A FINER SENSIBILITY
YOU CAN PULL YOURSELF OUT OF ANY HOLE IF YOU ARE DETERMINED ENOUGH
IMPOSING ORDER IS MAN'S VOCATION; CHAOS IS A VERSION OF HELL
HIDING YOUR MOTIVES IS DESPpicable
TRADING A LIFE FOR A LIFE IS FAIR ENOUGH
Sacrificing yourself for a bad cause is not a moral act
REDISTRIBUTING WEALTH IS MANDATORY
CHANGE IS VALUABLE BECAUSE IT GIVES THE OPPRESSED A CHANCE TO BE TYRANTS
IT IS HEROIC TO TRY TO STOP TIME
YOU GET THE FACE YOU DESERVE
THINKING TOO MUCH CAN ONLY CAUSE TROUBLE
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSTITUTING THE MEANING OF THINGS
YOU ARE COMPLETELY GUILELESS IN YOUR DREAMS
CHILDREN ARE THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE
PEOPLE ARE BORING UNLESS THEY'RE EXTREMISTS
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT'S WHAT UNTIL YOU SUPPORT YOURSELF
YOU MUST DISAGREE WITH AUTHORITY FIGURES
VIOLENCE IS PERMISSABLE, EVEN DESIRABLE OCCASIONALLY
IN SOME INSTANCES IT'S BETTER TO DIE THAN TO CONTINUE
WORDS TEND TO BE INADEQUATE

MONEY CREATES TASTE

CONFUSING YOURSELF IS A WAY TO STAY HONEST

ANY SURPLUS

LACK OF CHARISMATICO
EVERYONE’S WORK IS
EQUALLY IMPORTANT.
SLOPPY THINKING GETS WORSE OVER TIME
SPENDING TOO MUCH TIME ON SELF-IMPROVEMENT IS ANTI-SOCIAL
STRONG EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT STEMS FROM BASIC INSECURITY
STUPID PEOPLE SHOULDN'T BREATHE
THE CRUELEST DISAPPOINTMENT IS WHEN YOU LET YOURSELF DOWN
THE DESIRE TO REPRODUCE IS A DEATH WISH
THE IDEA OF REVOLUTION IS AN ADOLESCENT FANTASY
THE MOST PROFOUND THINGS ARE INEXPRESSIBLE

THE NEW IS NOTHING BUT A RESTATEMENT OF THE OLD

THE ONLY WAY TO BE PURE IS TO STAY BY YOURSELF
THERE'S NOTHING REDEEMING IN TOIL
THREATENING SOMEONE SEXUALLY IS A HORRIBLE ACT
TORTURE IS BARBARIC
WHEN SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENS PEOPLE WAKE UP
WISHING THINGS AWAY IS NOT EFFECTIVE
YOU ARE A VICTIM OF THE RULES YOU LIVE BY
YOU ARE GUILELESS IN YOUR DREAMS
YOU ARE THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
YOU MUST KNOW WHERE YOU STOP AND THE WORLD BEGINS
YOUR OLDEST FEARS ARE THE WORST ONES
AT TIMES INACTIVITY
IS PREFERABLE TO
MINDLESS FUNCTIONING
IF YOU'RE CONSIDERED USELESS NO ONE WILL FEED YOU ANYMORE
CONFUSING YOURSELF IS A WAY TO STAY HONEST
ABUSE, OF, POWER, COMES, AS, NO, SURPRISE
This is no fantasy.
YOU LIVE THE SURPRISE RESULTS OF OLD PLANS
A sense of timing is the mark of genius.

S. N. Glover can have infinitely many interpretations.
REMEMBER TO REACT
Damage is done by the tacit understanding that certain aspirations are unsuitable for particular groups of people.
WHAT HAPPENS QUIETLY:
SOMEONE’S DROPPING 
FROM EXHAUSTION.
WHAT HAPPENS LOUDLY:

SOMEONE’S BREAD 
IS RISING.
SHARE A LITTLE 
SHAKE A LOT.
MY ARROGANCE KNOWS NO BOUNDS AND I WILL MAKE NO PEACE TODAY, AND YOU SHOULD BE SO LUCKY TO FIND A WOMAN LIKE YOU.